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SimCity-style
Much like SimCity, the synthetic population act as individuals,
interacting with each other and the health service.

No privacy restrictions
Synthetic population are generated using all open-access
data, like Census data and public health statistics. This
means that the digital exhaust generated reflects the real
population but is free from all privacy restrictions.

Population statistics
In order to create a realistic synthetic population, public
demographic statistics are sourced, including Census
data. This synthetic population is free from all privacy
restrictions.

Generate population
Synthetic populations are generated from Census data.
This means that the synthetic population has the same
demographic distributions (e.g. age, sex) as the real
population. The advantage of a synthetic population is that
you are able to extract information at an individual-level.

Pathways
Pathways show how individuals in a population move through
a system. Pathways that could be created include disease
progressions, interventions or clinical pathways. There is also a
library of existing pathways.
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Event log
As an individual moves through the pathways,
an event log records and updates every change.

Validation statistics (Public health data, consenting
patients)
Generated synthetic populations can be checked against
public health data and consented patient data. This allows us
to establish the accuracy of the pathways.

Digital exhaust (csv, FHIR, HL7v2)
In the synthetic population, each interaction every
individual has with the health service produces a
digital exhaust. This is equivalent to those that
would be seen in the real health service.

Data visualisation
The event log and digital exhausts can be analysed
using visual tools.
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